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Policy Points:

- Current telehealth policy discussions are focused on synchronous video and audio telehealth visits delivered by traditional providers and have neglected the growing number of alternative telehealth offerings.
- These alternative telehealth offerings range from simply supporting traditional brick-and-mortar providers to telehealth-only companies that directly compete with them.
- We describe policy challenges across this range of alternative telehealth offerings in terms of using the appropriate payment model, determining the payment amount, and ensuring the quality of care.
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For years, telehealth has been touted as a potentially transformative technology that will increase health care access and efficiency. Although the use of telehealth already was growing, the pandemic drove a dramatic expansion.1,2 Many of the temporary telehealth waivers established during the pandemic to spur this growth are set to expire at the end of the public health emergency. This has resulted in intense interest in permanent changes in telehealth policy across state legislatures and Congress.3-5 The most common forms of telehealth—video visits and, to a lesser extent, audio-only visits delivered by traditional “brick-and-mortar” providers—are the focus of most of the debate.6-9 Key components of debate include the types of
visits that should be covered, whether there should be payment parity for telehealth and in-person visits, and whether physicians’ licensure should extend across state lines.

These ongoing debates do not, however, capture the full breadth of telehealth offerings available today and in the near future. Accordingly, we are concerned that any payment and regulatory policies implemented may soon be out of date. An example is Ginger, a telehealth offering that provides members unlimited 24/7 access to behavioral health coaches through text communication in its app, with escalation as needed to virtual therapy sessions with licensed therapists and psychiatrists. Ginger has partnerships with hundreds of employers and recently became an in-network care option for 14 million Cigna members. With its fully virtual care model, Ginger has much lower overhead costs than a traditional brick-and-mortar practice. How, then, should payment rates reflect these lower operational costs? Ginger uses unlicensed health coaches, so how should states ensure quality, given that current licensure-based mechanisms do not apply? Ginger typically charges a monthly fee per patient, but such payment models are not reflected in current discussions about payment. Moreover, Ginger is only one of many alternative telehealth products, which are themselves highly heterogeneous, reflecting not only differences in target conditions but also distinct approaches to delivering care.

In this perspective, we first describe the wide array of emerging alternative telehealth offerings and then discuss how these newer models may impact payment policies and regulations. We hope that by raising these issues, we can inform a more holistic telehealth policy strategy.

Emerging Alternative Telehealth Offerings

Given the many existing telehealth typologies, our goal is not to create another comprehensive categorization. Instead, we want to provide illustrative examples other than synchronous video or audio visits and to explain how they can inform policy debates. We also recognize that the landscape is changing rapidly and that new models of care are emerging that we have not even considered.

Before turning to these emerging telehealth options, we should clarify what we mean by the “traditional delivery system” or, synonymously,
“brick-and-mortar providers.” We use both these terms to refer to individual practices or large integrated health systems that, until the pandemic began, largely delivered care via in-person visits. Americans often have long-term relationships with these brick-and-mortar providers, which are licensed by states and provide care across a continuum of care needs from preventive services to acute care to chronic illness management. Even though use of alternative payment models has increased, the predominant payment method for these systems still is fee-for-service payment for individual services. Throughout this perspective, we refer to these brick-and-mortar providers as “traditional providers” and the typical model in which they operate as the “standard care model.”

During the pandemic, traditional providers adopted telehealth to varying levels. For example, the majority of care provided by behavioral health specialists is now via telemedicine. In other areas of clinical medicine, such as ophthalmology or acute management of a heart attack, the care model has not changed substantively. One policy issue we touch on later is how to ensure that traditional providers remain financially viable to offer these services as telehealth-only providers grow more prevalent.

From the perspective of regulation and payment policy, a key dimension on which telehealth offerings vary is how they interact with the traditional health care delivery system. Broadly speaking, offerings either support the traditional system or compete with it. Supporting offerings can be further subdivided into two groups: those that facilitate traditional forms of care and those that augment them. Competing offerings can also be subdivided into two groups: those that indirectly disrupt the traditional system and those that seek to replace it. Figure 1 shows several telehealth offerings that are available today and where they fall across these four groups.

In Figure 1, anchoring the left side are telehealth tools that facilitate the virtual delivery of traditional care via video and audio telehealth visits. Relaxation of HIPAA enforcement during the pandemic temporarily opened the breadth of tools available to enable telehealth visits (e.g., FaceTime). Even so, many traditional providers planning to continue offering telehealth visits after the pandemic have turned to companies such as Zoom or Amwell, which sell access to secure telehealth software. Despite being virtual, these visits map cleanly to policy precedents for in-person visits.
The second group represents telehealth tools that augment the traditional model by enabling new forms of care. These include patient portal messages and remote patient monitoring (remote collection and transmission of physiological measurements, such as blood glucose levels or blood pressure). Before the pandemic, patients and providers already used many of these communication methods but typically were not reimbursed. Instead, these methods were provided for free, following the paradigm that reimbursement for individual visits encompassed a provider’s time before and after the visits (e.g., sending a letter to patients about their lab test results). Under this paradigm, responding to a portal message or giving patients feedback on their latest blood pressure measurement was simply supporting the care given during a visit. By facilitating frequent interchanges between patients and providers, these augmenting tools offer new facets to care delivery outside traditional “visits.” At the same time, they challenge our current payment system, something we shall return to later.

Also included in this second group are offerings often referred to as “digital therapeutics,” such as Pear’s reSET product for substance use disorders or Weldoc’s BlueStar product for diabetes management, which deliver software-based interactive lessons and coaching to reinforce behavior change. These offerings diverge from the status quo by relying on software, rather than people or drugs, to help treat...
patients. At the same time, these products are designed to work along-
side the traditional model. For example, they are intended to be rec-
ommended to patients by their traditional providers and are designed
to have those providers involved in care. Some, like reSET, require pre-
scriptions from a clinician, similar to traditional pharmaceutical drugs
(e.g., small molecules or biologics). reSET also has a provider portal
that gives traditional providers visibility into patients’ usage of the ap-
plication (e.g., lessons completed) and patient-reported measures such
as cravings and triggers.

The last two groups are telehealth offerings competing with the tra-
ditional system. The third group represents adjunct telehealth services
indirectly disrupting traditional providers. It includes products such as
Omada Health’s and Livongo’s chronic disease management platforms.
Both products offer access to human health coaches (through both text
and audio/video interaction), remote patient monitoring, interactive cu-
rated lessons (and other resources) through their software, and an online
peer community. Also included are less holistic products such as
Togetherall and Bloom, which offer subsets of the services offered by
Omada’s and Livongo’s packages. In Togetherall’s case, it is the online
peer community, and in Bloom’s, it is the interactive lessons. Finally,
we include tools like Buoy, an artificial intelligence-enabled symptom
ticker that allows patients to input their symptoms, gives them a list
of potential diagnoses, and directs them to appropriate sites of care (e.g.,
advising them to seek immediate care). In this case, software is poten-
tially replacing the role of a traditional provider in diagnosis and triage.

The key distinction we make separating this third group from the
prior group is that patients can receive this care without the knowledge
or involvement of traditional providers. They also are indirectly com-
peting with the standard model. While they do not claim to replace the
care that a typical provider offers, if these products succeed, then pa-
tients should have fewer needs from the traditional healthcare system.
For example, if Omada’s diabetes coaching is successful, then patients
will have fewer office visits, hospitalizations, or even procedures. Tradi-
tional providers will still be needed, of course, when care needs exceed
what can be delivered by these alternative approaches.

Our final group is those independent telehealth services that replace
traditional providers for a subset of care. This group includes offerings
such as Ginger, Bicycle Health, and Firefly Health. Ginger is a product
we mentioned earlier that seeks to replace the standard of care for less
severe behavioral health conditions and even has the option to escalate care to licensed therapists and psychiatrists.\textsuperscript{10} Bicycle Health tries to accomplish something similar for substance use disorders, offering virtual access to licensed providers to prescribe and monitor medication-assisted treatment.\textsuperscript{31} Firefly Health is a fully virtual primary care practice with the explicit goal of replacing its patients’ traditional primary care providers.\textsuperscript{32} Finally, Teladoc, perhaps the best-known telehealth provider, has made a name for itself over the last decade as a convenient telehealth-only source of care for low-acuity issues historically addressed by traditional providers.\textsuperscript{33-35}

We acknowledge that there may be instances where traditional providers direct their patients toward these competing services. Indeed, many of the offerings we have referred to as “indirectly disrupting” actively market themselves as adjuncts, filling gaps in care and working in conjunction with traditional providers. For example, a provider may recommend Omada to help patients manage a chronic condition. Provider groups might “white-label” Buoy’s symptom checker tool and offer access via its patient portal. Even offerings that replace traditional providers may form partnerships with those very organizations they seek to replace. Integrated health systems facing capacity constraints may contract with Teladoc to offload care for low-margin patients while ensuring they still remain “in-system” for future care needs. These partnerships could also have the added benefit of offering patients access to care outside standard office hours. In these instances, traditional providers are still being replaced. The difference is that they willingly allow this to happen for select services: accepting scope-limited changes in the interest of larger goals such as increasing patient access to care, improving quality, or lowering costs. These new services may attract patients to traditional providers or eliminate otherwise unprofitable care. They may be particularly appealing if the traditional provider is at risk for total medical expenses.

We emphasize these four groups because we believe they highlight distinct policy challenges. However, as we have noted, current discussions have focused almost entirely on those related to the first group: telehealth tools that simply facilitate traditional care. Augmenting telehealth tools, while still supporting the traditional system, bring new concerns, such as the growing need to establish payment mechanisms to compensate traditional providers for services like secure patient messaging that in the past have not been billed directly. The remaining
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Policy Challenges for Telehealth Models

Telehealth models present a range of new challenges for policymakers, but broadly these can be divided into two areas: (1) pricing: what forms of payment should be used and how much should be paid, and (2) quality: ensuring quality of care. Figure 2 summarizes these, and they also are described in more detail later.

Pricing

What Forms of Payment Should Be Used for Telehealth?. For telehealth services with direct in-person analogs, payment via fee-for-service
can leverage existing in-person precedents. Services with in-person precedents include not only synchronous video or audio visits conducted by traditional providers but also several of the replacing telehealth offerings we have discussed, such as Firefly Health or Ginger. But even though telehealth’s greater convenience improves access, it may simultaneously encourage overutilization in a fee-for-service setting. This suggests that alternative payment models, such as capitation or partial capitation, may be valuable. If patients’ ties to their providers or the providers’ scope of practice are limited (e.g., specialty care for a time-limited condition or a narrow telehealth-only replacing offering), a monthly subscription permitting access to telehealth services (perhaps up to a visit limit) may be more appropriate. Our distinction between subscription and capitation is that the subscription fee covers only the care from that provider, whereas capitation covers care from other providers as well.

Because the majority of augmenting or disrupting telehealth offerings we have discussed do not have analogous in-person services, simply porting over existing fee-for-service payments is not possible. Many disrupting telehealth offerings, such as Omada and Livongo, have focused on monthly subscription fees as their primary means of payment. In some cases, a portion of the fee might be tied to performance metrics like member satisfaction, cost reductions, or health outcomes such as weight loss. A subscription fee per user or employee avoids complex definitions of services when the services are a mix of visits and asynchronous exchanges (with a person or even software).

For augmenting telehealth models, the path forward on payment format is more ambiguous. In the past, traditional providers have not billed directly for augmenting telehealth services such as responding to patients’ portal messages or monitoring patients’ self-reported blood pressure or glucose measurements. Instead, the assumption was that these relatively low-cost services would be cross-subsidized by the patients’ other directly billable services. For digital therapeutics like Pear Therapeutic’s reSET, even though the product itself is reimbursed in a way similar to that of traditional pharmaceuticals or durable medical equipment, the traditional provider does not directly bill for its role in monitoring progress.

Several ongoing trends suggest that the cross-subsidization approach to pay for these services may no longer be tenable. First, augmenting telehealth volumes grew substantially during the pandemic. For ex-
ample, the volume of patients’ portal messages seeking medical advice increased by 57% across the more than 300 health systems using Epic’s electronic health record. Having experienced the convenience and accessibility benefits of these offerings, patients are likely to continue demanding care through these new modalities. As these services grow to become a substantial fraction of total providers’ activity, so too will the need for reimbursing providers’ time delivering care and coordinating with adjunctive telehealth providers. Second, as more complex augmenting telehealth options emerge, providers will be reluctant to devote the necessary resources for patients’ joining unless they are promised reimbursement. Third, as products become more sophisticated (e.g., digital therapeutics like BlueStar or reSET) or as patients and providers grow more adept at leveraging these new modalities (e.g., patients become more skilled at addressing care needs through messaging rather than requiring a visit), augmenting telehealth models may increasingly replace in-person visits, thereby diminishing the revenue that had been used to cross-subsidize unreimbursed services and activities.

One strategy to pay for these augmenting telehealth offerings is to introduce new fee-for-service payments. Accordingly, new codes and related payments have been established for telephone calls and, more recently, select patient portal messages called “e-visits.” The number and complexity of restrictions on when e-visit codes can be used, in addition to their modest reimbursement, have, however, limited the codes’ utility and uptake. A provider can bill for an e-visit only if the portal message is for a new medical issue not related to a recent office visit, if the message was initiated by the patient, if the patient’s consent was obtained, and if a “clinical decision” was made. In addition, the providers’ low reimbursement may only partially offset their administrative cost of submitting a fee-for-service bill. Indeed, one study estimated these costs at $20 for a single bill.

A related but somewhat distinct approach to paying for augmenting telehealth services would be to broaden the definitions of services and to charge monthly fees for different components of the services. These types of monthly payments sit between a fee-for-service payment and capitation. For example, reimbursement for remote patient monitoring (RPM) is not for individual measurements but is a monthly payment. Using specific CPT codes, Medicare (and many commercial payers) pays for remote data collection over 30 days as long as there are 16 days of data collection in that period. Additionally, the providers’ time spent communicating
results with patients and incorporating the data into care management is aggregated over the month and reimbursed in 20-minute increments. Analogous models could be constructed for portal messages or digital therapeutics, in which providers charge payers monthly for time spent responding to messages or interpreting data from a digital therapy, as long as it reaches a certain minimal threshold.

While such monthly fee payment models can help pay for this care, they also can introduce new problems. First, it is difficult to create an intuitive service definition given that the “service” is often actually composed of many small activities occurring over time. For example, for RPM, on the sixteenth day of data collection, reimbursement becomes applicable and the service flips from nonbillable to billable, but clinically there is nothing magical about 16 versus 15 days of data collection. The effort required for documenting and navigating the rules of these new complex codes will be frustrating to providers and entail expenses.

Second, patient cost-sharing tied to reimbursement adds further complexities. If patients who previously uploaded blood pressure measurements are now given an automatic blood pressure cuff that uploads data every day, they will now be charged for services that were previously free and may be unsure why they are being billed. This can complicate communication between the patient and the provider, particularly since the lack of an in-person visit means that patients’ payments must be collected remotely.

Finally, as noted earlier, the administrative costs of submitting a bill are substantial, and therefore the service must be defined broadly enough to justify efforts to collect reimbursement even if that service definition is broader than what is clinically sensible.

Moreover, paying a monthly fee may still incentivize overuse, depending on the price (which we discuss in more detail later). Although expanding telehealth products may have substantial fixed costs for the providers (in device procurement, other necessary infrastructure, provider education, and integration into care workflows), once those initial costs have been absorbed, the marginal costs of treating another patient can be low, and providers have a strong incentive to treat as many patients as possible. Scalability is made easier because traditional providers can turn to external companies to obtain devices and for help onboarding patients. Amid the clinical uncertainty as to which patients will benefit from these tools and how they should be used, providers currently have broad discretion in selecting which
patients will receive them and for how long they should use them. The concern is that many patients who will not benefit from these alternative telehealth options will want to use them and that providers will have a financial incentive to facilitate that use.

One approach to address the problem of overuse in these forms of monthly payments is to use traditional tools such as increasing out-of-pocket costs or requiring prior authorization. Alternatively, payments can be shifted to capitated or partial capitation models. Giving providers responsibility for the quality and the total cost of care for a population of patients may better align incentives. Traditional providers will be rewarded for offering more telehealth options only when they reduce the total cost of care and, depending on performance measures, when they improve the quality of care. At the same time, traditional providers are also cautioned not to overprescribe to patients who will not benefit. For providers using both telehealth modalities and in-person care, capitation models can greatly simplify the administrative burden as well. This benefit will only increase as the array of telehealth offerings expands, giving providers the flexibility to incorporate new technologies into their practice without having to track the complex coding rules often inherent in a traditional fee-for-service or monthly fee payment model.

Nonetheless, capitation approaches come with their own issues. First, how best to implement capitation is unclear amid the numerous design and implementation barriers that have been discussed elsewhere.\textsuperscript{46-50} Second, while capitation may make better use of augmenting telehealth services, it is unclear how it might handle disrupting or replacing telehealth services. Generally, capitation is problematic if entities receiving capitation payments are held responsible for using services they do not control directly or via referral. For example, a traditional primary care provider paid through capitation may appropriately feel that it should not be responsible for a patient that independently begins using Omada’s diabetes management program. Accordingly, payers might choose to reimburse disrupting or replacing telehealth services only if the patient’s primary care provider offers a referral, thereby echoing the “gatekeeper” models that have been used for specialty services. Or payers may fund access to disrupting or replacing telehealth services through a separate funding stream. For example, employers could pay a telehealth-only mental health provider a fee per user or, if they are worried about too many users, a (lower) fee per employee.
How Much Should Be Paid for Telehealth Services and Should There Be Associated Changes to Payment to Brick-and-Mortar Providers?. The appropriate payment amount for telehealth services will depend on the form of payment, but in general, telehealth services should be paid enough to support their use but not so much as to encourage overuse. This will be accomplished if the payment can approximate the cost to deliver care. But because telehealth services often have high fixed costs and low marginal costs, pricing them at cost to deliver is inherently challenging for a fee-for-service model. If prices are set at marginal cost, fixed costs are not covered, and access may be insufficient. If prices are set at average cost, access will be supported but the gap between price and marginal cost will encourage overuse. This is a fundamental issue for all the telehealth models we have discussed (as well as for many other high-fixed and low-marginal cost technologies such as MRI machines). The solution, as we noted, is often to move away from fee-for-service. An example is subscription models that cover fixed costs and perhaps pay a low per-service price.

Regardless of which payment system is used, payment for telehealth services from disrupting or replacing providers should also generally be lower than payment for similar care from a traditional provider. One argument for this is that telehealth-only providers can typically provide services at a lower price. For example, Firefly Health has substantial financial advantages over traditional primary care providers owing to reduced expenses associated with facility space, equipment, and front-office staff. These “practice expenses” make up a substantial fraction of current payments; indeed, in Medicare’s fee-schedule, practice expenses represent 45% of all payments to providers. Many alternative telehealth offerings have sought other ways of making care more efficient as well. For example, relying more on lower-cost unlicensed providers or information technology, such as remote patient monitoring or digital therapeutics, reduces the labor costs necessary to care for a given patient. This in turn allows a provider to care for more patients and decreases the costs per patient treated.

Another important reason for lower payments is that disrupting or replacing alternative telehealth options are inherently dependent on the traditional health care system to provide what they cannot. Many of these disrupting or replacing telehealth offerings target a limited set of conditions (e.g., low-acuity behavioral health issues), provide only a subset of services (e.g., just psychotherapy), or are appropriate for
only certain patients, often on the healthier end of the spectrum. For example, Bicycle Health’s fully virtual medication-assisted treatment program would be inappropriate for unstable patients with opioid use disorder. The relatively high level of technology literacy and infrastructure required to fully leverage these offerings places additional restrictions on what types of patients can benefit from them.\textsuperscript{53-55} These telehealth patients will likely be disproportionately healthy, high-income, and educated; that is the type of patients more likely to have commercial insurance, which on average reimburses more for the same service. Traditional providers typically cross-subsidize the care for sicker patients through their care of healthier patients with lower-acuity issues or commercial insurance. Losing these higher-margin patients to alternative telehealth offerings may be viewed as a form of “cherry-picking,” with both negative health equity implications for patients and negative financial impacts on traditional providers.

We want to clarify that competition from disrupting and replacing telehealth offerings is not bad. In fact, these new offerings can improve quality or reduce costs and push traditional providers to do the same. Instead, our concern is that when competition focuses predominantly on capturing high-margin patients, it can have pernicious effects. If these newer telehealth providers can capture significant market share within this segment, this may threaten the long-term financial viability of traditional providers and diminish access for patients for whom virtual care is not appropriate.

One way to address these issues is to risk-adjust payments to both traditional providers and the alternative telehealth offerings with which they compete, based on factors like socioeconomic status. This would increase payments to traditional providers and decrease payments to alternative telehealth offerings. Appropriate adjustment can also incentivize disrupting and replacing telehealth providers to increase the accessibility of their services for patients facing digital access barriers or develop new solutions for more severely ill patients. Yet, designing a system to adjust for patient complexity may be administratively burdensome and infeasible in the near term. A proper adjustment would likely require the inclusion of hard-to-observe patient traits beyond the age- and condition-based characteristics most frequently used today, including factors specific to telehealth, like digital literacy and broadband availability.\textsuperscript{53-55} It is also important to acknowledge that risk-adjusted
payments from a single payer cannot address the fact that telehealth providers may preferentially attract patients with commercial insurance.

In lieu of better risk adjustment, payment rates for fee-for-service, capitation, or subscription could differ for care delivered by telehealth-only providers versus telehealth care delivered by brick-and-mortar traditional providers. Separate payment systems may enable payers to capture efficiency gains from telehealth-only providers while still rewarding hybrid models that offer in-person care. This has not been the norm for payers like Medicare, which uses a single fee schedule for all providers, but one could create a distinct category of telehealth-only providers. Alternatively, instead of changing fee schedules across the board, payers could give targeted financial support to those traditional providers most affected by cherry-picking by disrupting or replacing providers. Such models could take inspiration from existing targeted government programs such as Critical Access Hospitals, Federally Qualified Health Centers, and Disproportionate Share Hospitals. For both these approaches, key implementation questions remain, such as the precise distinction between traditional brick-and-mortar providers and telehealth-only providers. For example, whether that line is best drawn as a binary split or whether a more granular spectrum is more appropriate (e.g., defining multiple provider categories based on their telehealth activity as a fraction of total billed activities).

**Quality**

*How to Ensure Quality of Telehealth Care?*. While ensuring quality has been an important consideration for all telehealth models (e.g., understanding in what contexts virtual care can match the quality of in-person care), new disrupting or replacing telehealth models pose distinct challenges. Because they do not face the overhead costs of having brick-and-mortar facilities, these offerings can quickly grow and have the potential to reach millions of patients across the country. Thus, a low-quality disrupting or replacing telehealth offering can cause substantial harm. Yet these products are poor fits for existing regulatory frameworks for maintaining quality. While recognizing that individual provider licensing is imperfect as evidenced by the substantial variation in quality across traditional providers, licensing nonetheless is a means to ensure a quality floor. In the case of augmenting telehealth offerings, the assumption is that licensed traditional providers can similarly ensure a minimum
level of quality for the telehealth services they incorporate into care. However, this framework breaks down when it encounters disrupting or replacing telehealth models that circumvent traditional providers and seek to create value by delivering care largely through lower-cost and nonlicensed providers or software solutions. Examples are Omada, which positions nonlicensed health coaches as patients’ primary source of guidance for managing their chronic conditions; Bloom, which relies on software to deliver interactive mental coaching lessons; and Buoy, which uses artificial intelligence to diagnose and triage patients. Even though many of these offerings insist that their services are not technically “medical treatments,” this could be debated, given that the care they provide can meaningfully impact health outcomes.

The Federal Drug Administration (FDA) can regulate software and devices. But focusing on these components alone does not fully capture alternative telehealth offerings, as they may be a bundle of services from nonlicensed providers, licensed providers, devices, and software. For example, the FDA regulates Livongo’s blood glucose meter as a medical device. The issue is that the device is just one part of Livongo’s larger care package. Another complexity is that the bundle of services is likely to change over time as the offering is adapted, such as adding components to a software platform.

The appropriate mechanism for ensuring quality likely depends on the specific telehealth service being considered. In some cases, new quality regulations could be developed for components of care that are not currently regulated. For example, states could create new licensure for health coaches. The assumption is that certifying the parts will ensure the quality of the whole. But determining when additional certification is needed because the model has changed requires full knowledge of the product-operating model, which may not be readily available.

An alternative strategy may be either a voluntary or a mandated accreditation of telehealth products at the overall product level, similar to that for hospitals or patient-centered medical homes. A detailed evaluation of workflows, staff training, and software can help ensure the quality of the most critical bundle components as well as the bundle’s functioning as a whole. Regular reevaluations can ensure that modifications to services and software updates are factored into its accreditation status.
Conclusions

The telehealth landscape is much broader than current policy discussions would suggest. Many emerging telehealth offerings challenge the typical paradigm of how care is provided. In some cases, they seek to augment traditional providers, and in other cases, the goal is to disrupt or replace them. Many of these companies raise new and important policy challenges that we believe should be factored into a holistic and forward-looking telehealth policy strategy.

In this perspective, we have highlighted a number of these policy challenges. Additional research will be critical to quantify the relative importance of these challenges and to guide the specific policy design. There is little research evaluating the impact of many of these alternative telehealth offerings on care quality and costs. These evaluations should also focus on identifying the clinical contexts in which they are valuable and those in which they are not (e.g., RPM improves quality for only certain conditions or patient types). High-value use cases can then be supported, and low-value use cases might be deterred through new policies. Another important topic is understanding how different payment models affect the utilization of alternative telehealth offerings. Finally, amid the growing presence of disrupting and replacing telehealth offerings, we need to conduct studies to quantify the magnitude of cherry-picking behavior and its impacts on traditional providers’ finances. Related work could identify which providers or areas are hurt most by the growth of alternative telehealth providers, thereby enabling targeted policy efforts.

Although video and audio visits by traditional providers are currently the most common forms of telehealth, in the long term the emerging telehealth options we have highlighted may become dominant. Before the pandemic, telehealth-only providers were growing at a much higher rate than telehealth use among existing providers was. With significant investment pouring into telehealth, this growth should only accelerate. Accordingly, the challenges described here should only increase in importance over the coming years. What better time to tackle them than the present?
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